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Using photoelectric spectroscopy ( Fig. 1 ), 1 we have investigated a previously unexplained shallow donor D and a shallow acceptor A 2 in ultra-pure germanium. These shallow centers exhibit isotope shifts in their ground states when the germanium host crystal is grown in a pure deuterium atmosphere instead of the usual pure hydrogen atmosphere.
This. is the first time that an electronic isotope shift of shallow cen-· ters in semiconductors has been observed.
Photoelectric spectroscopy, closely related to photoconductivity, has recently found application in the analysis of ultra-pure · semiconductors.2,3
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The sensitivity of photoelectric spectroscopy is independent of the impurity concentration over many orders of magnitude.
Signal-to-noise ratios of >500 have been reported for small samples (0.5 cm3) of ultra-pure Ge containing 1010 acceptors. 4 Far· highresolution applications, it is common to use a Fourier Transform Spectrometer (Interferometer) which has a high through-put and high energy resolution (typically f..v ·~10 1-1eV). ·The instrument used in our investigations has 7' inch, F = 1.5 optics and a set of mylar beam splitters covering a frequency range of 10-100 cm-1 (1.2-120 meV).
Yoshinaga filters 5 and black polyethylene limit the frequency range and prevent aliasing of spectra. The interferometer is interfaced to a PDP 11 computer which performs a Fast Fourier Transformation of up to 2 12 points ranging between ±2 15 . When recording single-sided interferograms, the resolution is limited by the 5 em mirror travel to
Ultra-pure germanium single crystals grown in our laboratory were investigated. These crystals are extremely well characterized with By growing several crystals in a pure deuterium atmosphere (<0.03%
H 2 ), we.were.able to demonstrate a'~~,rge isotope shift i.n the ground state binding energies of both A 2 and D. The upper spectrum in Fig. 2 was obtained with a rapidly quenched sample of the hydrogen containing
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